Kerb overflow weir type K1-450 (H or V) or K2-450 (H or V) on drg. no. H1107

Precast kerb K1 or K2 ref drg. no. H1118

Isolation Joint details 'D' on drg. no. H1107

Opening details of weir see drg. no. H3121-H3126

Precast kerb K1 or K2 ref drg. no. H1118

1-3 cement mortar bed

Gully grating type GA1-450

150x150 chamfer

225 dia. pipe to be connected directly to S.W.D. by 'Y' junction or saddle

SECTION C - C

See detail 'X' in drg no. H3107 if weir is not required

150 thick concrete surround

SECTION D - D

See drg. no. H3107.

Note:
See drg. no. H3107.

UNTRAPPED IN-SITU GULLY
FOR TYPE GA1-450 GRATING - RIGID PAVEMENT

HIGHWAYS DEPARTMENT